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Abstract: Occurrence of bow-tie or cone-features on f–k filtered data and even stack sections were noticed in the course of routine data

processing. These features appear to be concordant with trend of seismic signals and can be mistaken for smearing of coherent noise to
structural “smiles”. These cone features appear to be unique events which emerge after f-k filter application to seismic data, and possess
characteristic velocities parallel to those of signal data or primary events. These features can be sufficiently edited or suppressed in post
f–k editing, and by appropriate trace scaling or equalization.
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1. Introduction
There is a significant improvement of quality by applying
a selection of frequency dependent editing in cascade of fk filtered domain. Occurrence of bow-tie or cone-features
on f–k filtered data and even stack sections were noticed
in the course of routine data processing. These features
appear to be concordant with trend of seismic signals
(figure 1) and can be mistaken for smearing of coherent
noise to structural “smiles”. These cone features appear to
be unique events which emerge after f-k filter application
to seismic data, and possess characteristic velocities
parallel to those of signal data or primary events.
These features can be sufficiently edited or suppressed in
post f–k editing. But the result is associated with a slight
degradation of the Signal/Noise ratio. The reason is that
the cone-features concentrate in patches which may be at
early or later time band while the other portions of the
affected traces will still retain the normal quality of the
data.
These noise features are attenuated by a combination of
pre f-k editing and post f–k editing. This approach results
in bi-functional “killing” of as much percentage of signals
as the noise component, thus perpetrating the degradation
of data. This is due to the overlapping of signal and noise
data in the f-k domain.
Analysis of some of these features revealed that they are
parallel to signal content, with velocities high enough as
those of the data. A modification of the f-k filter design
can be effected and applied to data, but it does not yield an
optimum result. This is because the velocities of some
bands of the features are parallel to those of some of the
signal (for instance, cone-features velocities ranging from
2000 m/s to 2400 m/s comparing with the lower velocity
band of a full fan accept f-k filter for data in use, -2270
m/s, 2270 m/s, 12Hz, 60Hz).
On the other hand, the range of velocities of these features
is rolls (of velocities in the range of 240 m/s to 340 m/s).
The presence of spikes at some weak traces of delayed
first breaks provides further illumination on the search for
the source of cone features.

Similar features were identified by (Cordell and
Henderson 1968, Telford et al 1976) as “artificial events”
which can as well result from incorrect migration
velocities in any migration algorithm. Hatton et al., 1986
identified these features as artifacts. The latter are caused
by problems of trace equalization or Automatic Gain
Control (AGC) on f–k filtered data. Investigations and
experiences show that the appearance of some “processing
artifacts” on f-k domain filtering is mostly caused by nonscalar scaling or trace equalization or non-application of
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) to appropriate data. The
problem is however resolved by suitable application of the
mentioned scaling parameters.

2. Objective
To find out the cause of cone-features or “processing
artifacts” on f-k filtered data.

3. Methodology
By use of MicroMAX or ProMAX processing machine,
shot records are read into the system in SEG format. The
records are edited for the purpose of eliminating the noisy
channels. This is synonymous with progressional quality
controlling of every signal trace by normal-move-out
(NMO) incremental algorithm. The application of F-K
filtering across the entire length of record will display a
post editing status of noise and bad traces retained in the
data. Further editing might degrade the data, but rather
attenuated by subsequent f-k filtering and stacking.
Figures show both seismic shot record with ox-bow
signature and cone-feature noises.

4. Conclusion
Appearance of “processing artifacts” on f-k domain
filtered data is mostly caused by non-scalar scaling or
trace equalization or non-application of Automatic Gain
Control (AGC) to appropriate data. The problem is
however resolved by suitable application of the trace
equalization scaling parameters.
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Figure 1a showing shot record with ox-bow signature to
cone-feature noises

Figure showing Stack after F-K, cone feature attenuated
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